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Dear Sir,

After checking the final version of the manuscript "External decontamination of wild leeches with hypochloric acid MS: 1638464305287455" , you had mentioned that some additional formatting changes were required. We revised the manuscript accordingly and resubmit it to you with a copy of the letter from the patient stating his consent for the publication of pictures.

Description of the changes made :
1- Unnecessary capitalisation was removed from the title.
2- Qualifications were removed from the title page.
3- We removed capitalisation from the section heading.
4- We wrote our declaration regarding competing interest under the corresponding section heading.
5- We arranged authors' contributions.
6- We removed hyphens between authors' initials.
7- We highlighted the desired text in tables by making them bold.

I'd like to thank you for your kind consideration.

Yours Respectfully

Atakan Aydin,M.D.
Corresponding author